It’s not about wolves…

It’s about interdisciplinary knowledge
for a
sustainable, just and prosperous
world.

Michigan Tech will lead as a global technological university
that inspires students, advances knowledge, and innovates

to create a sustainable, just
and prosperous world.

Should we allow wolf hunting?

Should we allow wolf hunting?

Michael Nelson,
environmental ethicist,
OSU

ETHICS IS FORMAL ANALYSIS OF
PROPOSITIONS PERTAINING TO HOW WE
OUGHT TO BEHAVE
We ought to conserve this water resource in this way…
We ought to sustain this forest in this way…

CONSERVATION & SUSTAINABILITY
ARE ETHICS
IN ACTION

ARGUMENT ANALYSIS

Premises
Argument

P1. All birds have wings.
P2. Robins are birds.

Conclusion C. Therefore, robins have wings.

ARGUMENTS & CONSERVATION ETHICS
P1. Driving less is good for the
environment.
P2. We ought to be good to the
environment.
C. Therefore, we should drive less.

Are all the
premises true?

Logical
structure
valid?

Should we promote trophy hunting of lions to
conserve lion populations?
Cecil the lion

David Macdonald

Should we promote trophy hunting of lions to
conserve lion populations?

P1. Trophy hunting supports lion
conservation.
P2. We ought to support lion conservation.
C. Therefore, we should support trophy
hunting.

Should we promote trophy hunting of lions to
conserve lion populations?
PREMISE

TYPE

P1.We should at least maintain the current status of wild lions.

Ethical

GEOGRAPH
IC
VARIATION
*
N/A

P2a. Maintaining current status is threatened by habitat loss.

Empirical

Yes

P2b. Protecting lion habitat is a necessary and sufficient condition for
maintaining current status (Sufficient in the sense that other threats are
mitigated).

Empirical

Yes

P3a. Trophy hunting lions facilitates the protection of suitable lion habitat.

Empirical

Yes

P3b. Trophy hunting is currently the only means to protect existing lion
habitat.

Empirical

Yes

P4. It is reasonable to expect that trophy hunts will be properly regulated in a
manner that does not harm lions populations.

Empirical

Yes

P5. Individual lions possess intrinsic value. (In other words, we shouldn’t kill
lions without sufficient reason).

Ethical

N/A

P6. Maintaining current status of lion populations is a good reason to kill
lions (in the context of properly regulated trophy hunting).

Ethical

N/A

C. Trophy hunting of lions should be tolerated.

* Geographic variation is short-hand for truth-value of the premise varies
across lions’ geographic range.

Are all the
premises true?

Logical
structure valid?

Mexican wolf recovery,
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Mexican
wolves

Mexican wolf recovery
dN/dt
= Ntrmax
(1-N/K)

an endangered species is “at risk of extinction throughout
all or a significant portion of its range…” Sec 2(3)(a)

Mexican wolf recovery
So, what is an
endangered
species?

an endangered species is “at risk of extinction throughout
all or a significant portion of its range…” Sec 2(3)(a)

What is an endangered species?

What is an endangered species?
Testimony before the U.S. House and Senate

What is an endangered species?

Jeremy Bruskotter,
social psychology,
OSU

Adam Feltz,
moral psychology,
MTU

Wolf hunting in Michigan, decade later
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It’s really about
governance of
natural resources.
Nelson

Peterson

Bump

how to attend to various stakeholders
in a democratic environment…

Fellowship to Martin School of Oxford University

governance of natural resources

Isle Royale wolves
climate change
&
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Senator
Gary Peters (MI)

interdisciplinary
Michigan Tech will lead as a global technological university
that inspires students, advances knowledge, and innovates

to create a sustainable, just
and prosperous world.

